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FREE DERIVATION MODULES  AND A  CRITERION
FOR REGULARITY1

SELMER  MOEN

Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field of character-

istic zero, R an affine ^-algebra. We prove that if the ideal of the

variety of R can be generated by an S-sequence of forms in a poly-

nomial ring S, and if the module of ^-derivations of R into itself

is a free R module, then R is regular.

1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate the following question:

let R be the ring of polynomial functions on an affine variety V over an

algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero, D*(R) the module of

^-derivations of R into itself. Suppose D*(R) is a free J?-moduIe. Is R then

a regular ring? This question was considered by Lipman [2] at the sug-

gestion of Zariski. Lipman proved that R is normal, and gave examples

which suggest the truth of an affirmative answer.

The object of this paper is to prove the

Theorem. Let R be a projective complete intersection, i.e., a residue

class ring of a polynomial ring S=k[X1, X2, • • • , Xn] over k (as above) by an

ideal generated by an S-sequence of forms. Suppose D*(R) is free. Then R

is regular (has finite global dimension).

The proof makes use of the characterization of D* as the module of

row-relations on a certain matrix, namely the transpose of the Jacobian

matrix associated with the polynomials generating the ideal of the variety

V. We investigate the connection between the maximal-size minors of

this matrix and the matrix obtained from a free basis for D* by writing

the elements ofthat basis as rows. We use these results in a certain Koszul

complex related to D* to complete the proof.

The main result of this paper generalizes an example due to Zariski

[2, §7], that of a cone in three-space. The author wishes to thank Professor

J. Eagon and Professor M. Höchster for many helpful conversations and

insights.
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2. Notation and preliminaries. Let k be an algebraically closed field

of characteristic zero, S=k[Xlt X2, ■ • • , Xn], I a radical ideal in S

generated by an S-sequence of forms, I=(F1, F2, ■ ■ ■ , Fr). Let R=S¡I;

we denote reduction modulo / by lower case letters. Let /= (fu) be the

Jacobian matrix (with entries in K) associated to /; thus

fu = dFjdXj mod /.

We identify d in D*{R) with the element (dxu dx2, • • • , dxn) of Rn.

Combining this identification with the chain rule, we note that D*{R)

may be viewed as the module of row relations on the matrix Jl. If uu

u2, ■ • • , up generate D*(R), with w3 = (wn, ■■■ , ujn), 1 ̂ j^p, set U=(ui-).

We then have

Proposition 1.1.    UJt=0.

We assume from now on that D*(R) is free on generators ult u2, • • • , up,

and note [2, §2] that p+r=n.

There is an Euler-Poincaré mapping G which associates to each torsion

module over R with finite free resolution a principal ideal of R (cf. [3]).

Briefly, G is defined as follows. If M is a torsion module of homological

dimension (dh) zero, G(M) = (1). If dh(M)=l, M=coker/:J?n^Rm,

then G(M) = (det(/)). If oo>dh(M)>l, resolve M by torsion modules

T, of homological dimension  <1, O-*-^-*^!-*->T2-^Tx-^M^0,

and set G{M) = G{T1)G(T2)-1G{Ti) ■ ■ • G{Thy~l)h+l. By localizing at a rank

one prime [3], one shows that G is well-defined, and is actually a principal

ideal of R.

Let a=(cf1, <r2» " " " ) Cd), l^o-1<o-2<oy ' '<ffP=«> be an increasing

sequence of p integers between 1 and n. Denote by Aff the/?x/> minor of

the pxn matrix U corresponding to columns ffj, a2, ■ ■ ■ , a,,, by t„ the

rxr minor of J' obtained by deleting rows au <r2, • ■ • , av.

Proposition 1.2. There is a unit ¡xeR such that, for any a, t„ =

(-O'-^A,, w*ewW-SLi «t.

Proof. We show first that (t„) = (A(T) by using the Euler-Poincaré

(multiplicativity on exact sequences) property of the mapping G defined

above. The result stems from an idea of Kramer [1].

Suppose for simplicity that <r=(l, 2, • • • ,/?). There are two cases:

Case 1. t^O. Let p¡ denote the /th row of the matrix J\ and let P

be the submodule of Rr generated by the p¡. Let M be the submodule of P

generated by pv+1, pp+2, ■ ■ ■ , pn. We obtain an exact sequence 0-^AT-»-

i?"->-jP/M->-0 by factoring the canonical map /?"-»-jP-»0, ef^-p¿, where e¡

are the usual basis elements of Rn. We claim K= D*®ep+1®e1)+2®- • -®en.
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For

K = lj4aieieRn:2aiPieM\

2 a^ : there are bP+1, ■■■,bnmR

with 2 aiPi +   2   (at - bt)Pi = o)
i=i í=í>+i '

= D* © es+1 © e„+2 ©•••©<>„.

The proof of the last equality follows. Let 2"=1 a¿«?¿ e K. Then there are

bt in .R such that

¿-¿flA + l  (a.-b^eD*;
i=X i=p+l

hence

2 öiCf e £>* © eP+i © • • ■ © e„.

But if 2"=i «A is an element of D*©eJ)+1©t,3)+2© • • • ©e„, say

n p n

2 «a=z r<M< + 2 b<ei>
1=1 ¿=1 ï=î>+1

then 'Zi=iaiei+^i=v+-i(ai—bi)eieD*, completing the proof of the

equality.

The sum is direct: suppose 2<Lp+i r<£< 6 D*. Then 2"-*+* rtpt=0, so

(rp+i> rj>+2> " •, r„) is a solution of the rxr linear homogeneous system

of equations with coefficient matrix whose columns are the Pi. The

determinant of this matrix, t„, is not zero; hence rp+1 = rp+,¿ = - • - = rn=0.

Thus K is free of rank n, and G(P/M) = (Aa). Now from the exact

sequence O^P/M~-*RrlM^-RrlP~*0, we get

(t„) = G(Rr/M) = G(Rr¡P)G(P¡M) = (A)(A„),

where 2 is a unit in /?. To see that X is a unit in R, suppose it were not.

1 is not a zero divisor, so suppose q is a grade one, rank one prime con-

taining it. Since R is normal [2, §3], the singular locus of/? has grade ^2.

But the singular primes of R are also the primes containing the maximal-

size minors of J, which are contained in Knn(Rr¡P). Hence (Rr/P)Q=0,

implying (k\ = G(RrlP)q = G((RrlP)Q) = (l), contradiction. This completes

Case 1.

Case 2. r(7=0. Then there is a nontrivial solution to the rxr system of

equations determined  by the Pi as before,  say  £"=»+! riPi=0. Then
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2*-jH-i riei £ D*, so there are tt in R not all zero such that 2íL„+i r¿e¿=

2f=i tjUj. But this means that the i3 give a nontrivial solution to the pxp

system of equations determined by the first/? columns of U; the deter-

minant of this matrix is A„, hence Aa=0, completing Case 2.

We have now shown that, for any a, there is a unit ¡xa in R such that

T(r=/ii(TA(T. To see that /¿ = /ia is independent of a, we use an argument from

linear algebra. Consider the «x« matrix formed by writing the rows of J

beneath the rows of U. Let K denote the quotient field of R ; by tensoring

with K we may assume that the entries of this matrix are in K.

Thus we have an n x n matrix over K whose last r rows are orthogonal

to the first p rows. We have the

Lemma. Let A = (ai}) be an nxn matrix with entries in a field K.

Denote the ith row of A by At, and assume that AtA) = 0 for l^i^s,

s+l^j^n. Further, assume that Ax, A2, ■ • • , As and As+1, As+2, • • ■ , An

are linearly independent over K. Then there is an element ¡x of K such that

Ta = (—iya\/j,Aa for any choice of s indices as before, where ACT is the sxs

minor corresponding to a from the first s rows of A, and t„ the corresponding

rxr minor from the last r=n—s rows of A.

To prove the lemma, assume first that

where Is (resp. Ir) is the sXs (resp. rxr) identity matrix, so that N=— MK

Fix a and assume <yk^s<ak+1. Then

A      _ /_1\S,_1<ri-(fc2-3J:)/2 A *

where A* is an (s—k) x (s—k) minor of M.

If i denotes the set of r indices complementary to a, we have ra=

(— l)mA*, where m is given by the formula

m = (s — k)(r — s + k)

+!V~, - »-' + *>■-*- + *>+„ _ k},

using the fact that N=—Mt.

Hence ra=±(sgn a)Aa, where the first sign is independent of a, as

follows by checking each term of m and observing that those terms which

depend upon a do so exactly as sgn cr=(—l)1"1.

If A is now any nxn matrix satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma,
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assume (as we may) that for cr(0) = (l, 2, • • • , s), Aff(0)^0, ral0)7¿0. Write

(An   •*iai1,
■^21      -^22'

where Alt is the sxs matrix whose determinant is A^, A22 the rxr

matrix whose determinant is Tai0). Then the matrix

_ (Au      0 \ /An   Alt\ _ I    I,       AgAu\

\   0 A2% '   \A2i      ^*22' \A22A2i *r       '

satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma, hence its conclusion. It is immediate

that the íxj minors satisfy A^íA^q,)-^,,, and that the rxr minors

satisfy ̂«(t^-V
Combining these results, we obtain

T, = t.{o)< = TaW[±(sgn a) A;]

= Tff(0)[±(sgn <r)(A,j(0))-1] = (rai0)l Aam)(±sgn o)A„.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

To finish the proof of the proposition, we need only remark that our

previous argument shows that T^0JAai0) is a unit in R, not merely in

the quotient field of R.   Q.E.D.

3. Main result. Before stating the theorem and completing its proof,

we remark that the property of homogeneity implies (Euler's formula)

that x=(xj, x2, ■ ■ ■ , x„) is an element of D*(R), where x¿ = image of X(

in R=S¡I.

Theorem. Let R=S/I be a reduced projective complete intersection.

Assume that D*(R) is free. Then R is regular (has finite global dimension).

(Note: it follows that I must be generated by forms of degree one.)

Proof. Suppose R is not regular. We may then assume that x is a

member of a free basis for D*(R) (cf. Seidenberg [4]). We apply Proposi-

tion 1.2 to obtain a contradiction.

Let A Sn be the exterior algebra on Sn, where Sn=SV1+SV2+- • • +

SVn with Vt the usual basis for Sn. Define maps dt : A Sn-*A Sn by

diVi = Fiilmi (™i = deg Fù

and require that each dt be a homogeneous derivation of degree (—1) on

Sn (i.e., di(PAq)=di(p)Aq + (-l)i^"pAdi(q)). Finally, let F=K1aK2a---A

Vn generate /\n Sn, and set Dk=dx ° d2 ° • • • ° dk, l^k^r. We shall

show that the assumption on x implies that V e M(/\n Sn), where M is
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the ideal generated by Xu X2, • • ■ , Xn in S, contradicting the definition

of V.

Fix a free basis x, u2, u3,---,up of D*(R). Let X denote the element

(Xx, X2, • ■ ■ , Xn) of Sn. The quotient map S-+R induces a homomorphism

Sn—>-Rn which maps A'on x. For 2^i^p, let Ui be an element of Sn which

is mapped on ut by this induced homomorphism.

We also have an induced homomorphism of exterior algebras; let

[DrV] denote the image under this homomorphism of DTV in /V Rn-

Then the conclusion of Proposition 1.2 can be stated

x A u2 A u3 A • • • A up = [DrV].

This equality in A Rn can be rewritten in A Sn as XaU2aU3a- ■ -aUp=

DrV-ïï=i FtEf, where Ef e A" &, l^'á'-
Since AaF=0, we have

0 = Dr(X A V) = dx o dg o • • • o dr(X A V)

= d1od2°---o dr_x{dT{X) AF±JA dr(V))

= d1°d2o---o dr_¿FTV ± X A dr{V))

= • • • = F.D^iV)

± terms in (Fx, F2, • • , F^) A Sn ± X A Dr(V).

But

A- A Dr(V) = X A (X A U2 A • • • A Up) - 2 Ft(X A £?)
¡=i

= -¿F/ATAEf).

Combining yields Fr(Z)r_1(K)±A'A^) e (Fj, F2, • • • , FT_1)ASn. But

F1,F2,---,Fr is an S-sequence on A Sn, hence £>r_1(F)±(A"AF*) =

2Cl FFf+1, where F?+1 e Ap+1 5", 1 <¡i£r-l.
Repeat the argument :

0 = D_X{X A V) = D^F^V ±XA Dr_1(K))

= • • • = F^jD^F) + terms in (Fl5 • • • , Fr_2) A Sn ± X A D^V)

= F^D^V) ± X A E'tl) + terms in (Fx, • • •, Fr_2) A S».

Henee £>r_2( V)±AaF^1 = 2CÎ ^?+2-
Repeating the argument r— 1 times, we obtain Dx( V)±XaE2~z = F1Ei~1.

Then

0 = DX(X A V) - d^A" A K)

= F^ ± A" A ^(F) = FX(K - A" A Fr1)-

Hence K=AaFÍ_1 s M(A" Sn), contradicting the choice of V.   Q.E.D.
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